
1)

There are 271 red roses and 306 pink roses blooming in a !ower garden. 

What is the number of red and pink roses together? 

2)

Amy buys vanilla and chocolate cupcakes for a party she’s hosting. There 

are 250 cupcakes in total. If 110 are chocolate cupcakes, how many vanilla

cupcakes are there? 

3)

Uncle Ben’s Toy Store has a stock of 623 orange bouncy balls and 359 purple

bouncy balls. What is the total number of orange and purple bouncy balls? 

4)

5)

Name :
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Grandma Becky’s Bakery buys 105 pounds of !our on week days and 180

pounds of !our on weekends. How many pounds of extra !our does the

bakery buy on weekends? 

Nancy and her friends sold 597 cookies in a weekend bake sale. If they sold 

481 cookies on Saturday, how many cookies did they sell on Sunday?  
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1)

There are 271 red roses and 306 pink roses blooming in a !ower garden. 

What is the number of red and pink roses together? 

2)

Amy buys vanilla and chocolate cupcakes for a party she’s hosting. There 

are 250 cupcakes in total. If 110 are chocolate cupcakes, how many vanilla

cupcakes are there? 

3)

Uncle Ben’s Toy Store has a stock of 623 orange bouncy balls and 359 purple

bouncy balls. What is the total number of orange and purple bouncy balls? 

4)

5)

Name : Answer Key
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Grandma Becky’s Bakery buys 105 pounds of !our on week days and 180

pounds of !our on weekends. How many pounds of extra !our does the

bakery buy on weekends? 

Nancy and her friends sold 597 cookies in a weekend bake sale. If they sold 

481 cookies on Saturday, how many cookies did they sell on Sunday?  

577 roses

140 vanilla cupcakes

982 bouncy balls

75 pounds 

116 cookies
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